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Microhydrated clusters of a pharmaceutical drug:
infrared spectra and structures of
amantadineH+(H2O)n†

Martin Andreas Robert George and Otto Dopfer *

Solvation of pharmaceutical drugs has an important effect on their structure and function. Analysis of

infrared photodissociation spectra of amantadineH+(H2O)n=1–4 clusters in the sensitive OH, NH, and CH

stretch range by quantum chemical calculations (B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ) provides a first impression of the

interaction of this pharmaceutically active cation with water at the molecular level. The size-dependent

frequency shifts reveal detailed information about the acidity of the protons of the NH3
+ group of

N-protonated amantadineH+ (AmaH+) and the strength of the NH� � �O and OH� � �O hydrogen bonds

(H-bonds) of the hydration network. The preferred cluster growth begins with sequential hydration of

the NH3
+ group by NH� � �O ionic H-bonds (n = 1–3), followed by the extension of the solvent network

through OH� � �O H-bonds. However, smaller populations of cluster isomers with an H-bonded solvent

network and free N–H bonds are already observed for n Z 2, indicating the subtle competition between

noncooperative ion hydration and cooperative H-bonding. Interestingly, cyclic water ring structures are

identified for n Z 3, each with two NH� � �O and two OH� � �O H-bonds. Despite the increasing

destabilization of the N–H proton donor bonds upon gradual hydration, no proton transfer to the (H2O)n
solvent cluster is observed up to n = 4. In addition to ammonium cluster ions, a small population of

microhydrated iminium isomers is also detected, which is substantially lower for the hydrophilic H2O

than for the hydrophobic Ar environment.

1. Introduction

1-Amantadine (1-C10H15NH2, 1-amino adamantane, Ama, Fig. 1)
is the amino derivative of adamantane (C10H16, Ada) and thus
belongs to the diamondoid family, a fundamental class of rigid
and strain-free cycloalkanes.1,2 These nm-sized H-passivated
nanodiamonds are rather stable compounds3–5 and offer a
wide range of applications, e.g., in molecular electronics, astro-
chemistry, materials and polymer sciences, chemical synthesis,
and medical sciences.6–19 Since several amines and protonated
molecules have been detected in the interstellar medium and the
presence of diamondoids has been suggested due to their high
stability,20–26 it is likely that Ama and its protonated ion are also
present.7,18,19 In terms of pharmaceutical applications, Ama is
one of the best known commercially available diamondoids,
being successfully marketed as antiviral and antiparkinsonian
agents.27–30 Indeed, Ama is effective in prevention and treatment
of influenza A infections,31–35 Parkinson,36–38 multiple sclerosis,

depression, and cocaine addiction.39–43 In all postulated mechan-
isms, the biochemically active form is N-protonated Ama, AmaH+,
or its dimethylated derivative memantine.44,45 The latter has been
among the 100 best-selling drugs worldwide (4109 $ in 2013).46

Beside its pharmaceutical applications, Ama is an interesting
diamondoid derivative because it is a suitable target for studying
ionization- and protonation-induced rearrangement processes of
the adamantyl cage.47,48 To this end, it has been shown that the
replacement of H by the electron-donating NH2 group at the
apical 1-position largely preserves the chemical properties of
diamond-like structures, but greatly reduces the barrier to open-
ing the C10H15 cage.47,48 Similarly, protonation of Ama can also
lead to the formation of open-cage bicyclic iminium ions.49

Neutral Ama has been well characterized by infrared (IR),
Raman and electron momentum spectroscopy as well as com-
putational techniques.50–54 It consists of a primary pyramidal
NH2 group attached to the adamantyl backbone, which gives
the molecule the special chemical properties of a diamond-like
structure.39,55 In addition, the Ama� � �DNA interaction has been
investigated by Raman spectroscopy.56 Ionization of Ama into
the electronic ground state of the radical cation occurs by
electron ejection from the nonbonding N lone pair of the
NH2 group (HOMO) with a vertical ionization energy roughly
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estimated as 8.6 eV by its low-resolution electron momentum
spectrum.51 Recently, we have studied Ama+Ln radical cation
clusters (with L = Ar, N2, H2O) generated in a supersonic
electron-ionization plasma expansion with IR photodissociation
(IRPD) spectroscopy and quantum chemical calculations.47,48,57

These studies reveal that the adamantyl cage can open upon
ionization, thus producing two distonic bicyclic iminium ions,
Ama+(II,III), in addition to the canonical nascent Ama+(I) ion
with an intact C10H15 cage. Due to the strong p/p-electron
donating character of the NH2 group, the barriers for cage-
opening are much lower than for Ada+. Due to its higher reac-
tion barriers, no open-cage isomers of Ada+ have yet been
detected in both IR and optical spectra.19,25,58 For Ama+, the
canonical cage isomer Ama+(I) (E0 = 46 kJ mol�1) is generated by
vertical ionization of Ama, and the resulting activation of the
C–C bond adjacent to the NH2 group opens the cage and forms
the primary radical Ama+(II) (E0 = 87 kJ mol�1) via a conversion
of one of the cyclohexane rings from a boat to a chair configu-
ration. A subsequent 1,2 H-shift with reconversion from chair
to boat forms the much more stable tertiary radical Ama+(III)
(E0 = 0 kJ mol�1).

In addition to ionization, we have recently investigated
protonated amantadine (AmaH+) by IRPD spectroscopy (Ar-
tagging) and quantum chemical calculations and identified, in
addition to the canonical N-protonated AmaH+(I) ammonium
ion (E0 = 0 kJ mol�1), an only slightly less stable open-cage

bicyclic iminium ion (II) (E0 = 3 kJ mol�1).49 This open-cage
isomer II is probably not generated by direct protonation of Ama
but by ionization of Ama followed by cage opening (by the
mechanism described above) and subsequent addition of H.
However, the dominant population corresponds clearly to the
ammonium ion (I), which is the relevant structure for pharma-
ceutical applications in solution. Apart from our previous
letter,49 which provides the first spectroscopic characterization
of the structure of AmaH+, there have been no spectroscopic
studies of this fundamental bio-active molecular ion, despite its
pharmaceutical importance. However, AmaH+ has been analysed
by mass spectrometry to obtain information on its fragmenta-
tion and proton affinity.59 Furthermore, there are several spec-
trophotometric, NMR and IR studies on amantadine hydro-
chloride salt (Ama�HCl), but these are mainly concerned with
analytical applications of this molecular drug.52,60–63

Herein, we analyse IRPD spectra of size-selected
AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 clusters by dispersion-corrected density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations at the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level
to characterize the initial microhydration steps of this impor-
tant bio-active molecular ion. This dual approach provides
direct access to the interaction potential between the ion and
the solvent molecules, as demonstrated in previous studies of
microhydrated cations in our laboratory.57,58,64–87 Thus, the
AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 data provide a first impression of the inter-
action of this pharmaceutically relevant ion with water solvent

Fig. 1 Calculated equilibrium structures (in Å and degrees) of H2O, Ama, AmaH+(I,II), and AmaH+(I,II)(H2O)(I,II) in their ground electronic state (B3LYP-
D3/cc-pVTZ). All bond lengths are shown in ESI† (Fig. S22).
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molecules at the molecular level. Specifically, the IRPD spectra
recorded in the informative OH, NH, and CH stretch range yield
information about the potential of the ion–ligand interaction in
terms of the binding site and the strength of the interaction, as
well as the structure of the hydrogen-bonded (H-bonded)
solvent network and the acidity of the N–H bonds of the
protonated NH2 group of AmaH+ (and also of the iminium
isomer). In previous work,57 we compared microhydration of
the Ama+ radical cation with that of aniline+ (An+),88,89 amino-
benzonitrile+ (ABN+),75 and CH3NH2

+ (computational data)90 to
reveal the differences of an aromatic, aliphatic, and cycloali-
phatic substituent on the acidity and intermolecular inter-
action of the NH protons of primary amine cations. For
Ama+, the same preferential cluster growth was found as for
An+ and ABN+ but with stronger NH� � �O H-bonds due to the
higher acidity of the N–H bonds of Ama+. In contrast, the
NH� � �O H-bonds of CH3NH2

+ to H2O are much stronger than
those of Ama+ due to the higher positive charge on the NH2

+

group. Therefore, a particular question to be addressed is the
change in microhydration due to the additional proton
attached to the NH2 group of AmaH+ and the resulting change
in the NH� � �O H-bonds. Moreover, in another study on Ama+Ln

clusters (with L = Ar, N2, H2O), we have shown that the
population of the bicyclic iminium ion Ama+(III) is significantly
smaller in a H2O environment than in a nonpolar environment
such as Ar or N2, due to higher rearrangement barriers between
Ama+(II) and Ama+(III) (1,2 H-shift) for H2O. Since the open-
cage isomer AmaH+(II) is assumed to be formed by H addition
to the distonic Ama+(III) ion, the population of AmaH+(II) in a
H2O environment should also be much lower, which shall be
verified herein. Another important aspect is the competition
between the formation of the H-bonded solvent network (which is
strongly favoured by nonadditive cooperative three-body interac-
tions) and the internal cation hydration with individual ligands
bound by charge–dipole forces (which suffer from noncooperative
three-body forces).64 A further topic to be addressed is potential
hydration-induced proton transfer from the NH3

+ group to the
solvent cluster, which becomes progressively more favourable for
larger n due to the increasing proton affinity of (H2O)n clusters
(e.g., PA = 691, 808, 862, 900, 904, and 908 kJ mol�1 for n = 1–6)91–95

approaching that of Ama (measured and computed as 949 and
957 kJ mol�1, respectively).49,91

2. Experimental and
computational techniques

The IRPD spectra of mass-selected AmaH+(H2O)n clusters (n =
1–4) shown in Fig. 2 are recorded in a tandem quadrupole mass
spectrometer coupled to an electron ionization (EI) source.64,96

The clusters are produced in a pulsed supersonic plasma expan-
sion by electron and/or chemical ionization of Ama followed by
three-body hydration reactions. The expansion gas is generated by
passing a carrier gas mixture (9 bar) composed of Ar and 5%H2/
He in the ratio 10 : 1 through a reservoir containing solid Ama
(Sigma-Aldrich, 497%) heated to 80 1C. The filaments of the EI

source are powered by a 220 V offset voltage, which sets an upper
limit on the kinetic energy of the electrons hitting the molecules
in the expansion. To produce hydrated AmaH+ clusters, distilled
water is added to the gas line just in front of the sample reservoir.
One possible production route for AmaH+(H2O)n involves ioniza-
tion of H2 (eqn (1)) followed by exothermic proton transfer
reactions (eqn (2) and (3)) to generate AmaH+ and three-body
collisions to form AmaH+(H2O)n clusters (eqn (4)):97,98

H2 + e - H2
+ + 2e (1)

H2
+ + H2 - H3

+ + H (2)

Ama + H3
+ - AmaH+ + H2 (3)

AmaH+(H2O)n�1 + H2O + M - AmaH+(H2O)n + M (4)

Instead of protonation of with H3
+, protonation may occur by

proton transfer from (H2O)nH+ clusters generated by EI of
abundant neutral (H2O)n+1 clusters:

(H2O)n+1 + e - (H2O)nH+ + OH + 2e (5)

Ama + (H2O)nH+ - AmaH+ + (H2O)n (6)

Fig. 2 IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 in the 2600–4000 cm�1 range
recorded in the H2O loss channel are compared to the IRPD spectrum of
AmaH+Ar.49 The position, widths, and assignments of the transitions
observed (A–Z) are listed in Table 1. The bands that can only be assigned
to the iminium isomers are highlighted in red.
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As suggested earlier,49 there is an alternative production route
for AmaH+, in which Ama+ is formed first (eqn (7)) which then
reacts in an endothermic reaction with H2 to form AmaH+

(eqn (8)):

Ama + e - Ama+ + 2e (7)

Ama+ + H2 - AmaH+ + H (8)

This alternative production route, in which Ama+ is formed as
an intermediate, can lead to cage opening and the formation of
two bicyclic distonic iminium ions Ama+(II,III), in addition to
canonical cage structure Ama+(I).47 Unlike Ama+(I), which is
preferentially hydrogenated at the NH2 group (eqn (8)) leading
to the formation of an ammonium cation AmaH+(I), Ama+(II)
and Ama+(III) are hydrogenated at their radical centers, leading
to the formation of iminium cations AmaH+(II–IV),99 which
have recently been detected by IRPD.49 The produced
AmaH+(H2O)n parent clusters of interest are mass-selected by
the first quadrupole and irradiated in the adjacent octupole by
an IR laser pulse emitted from a tunable optical parametric
oscillator pumped by a Q-switched nanosecond Nd:YAG laser,
with pulse energies of 2–5 mJ, a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and a
bandwidth of o4 cm�1. Calibration of the IR laser frequency
accurate to o1 cm�1 is accomplished by a wavemeter. Reso-
nant vibrational excitation upon single-photon absorption
leads to evaporation of a single H2O ligand. The resulting
AmaH+(H2O)n�1 fragment ions are selected by the second
quadrupole and monitored by a Daly detector as a function of
the laser frequency to obtain the IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n.
All IRPD spectra are normalized for frequency-dependent varia-
tions in the photon flux measured with a pyroelectric detector.

Quantum chemical calculations are performed at the B3LYP-
D3/cc-pVTZ level of theory for Ama, Ama+, AmaH+, and
AmaH+(H2O)n hydrates to determine their structural, energetic,
and spectroscopic properties.100 As shown for the related
Ama+Ln and AmaH+Ar clusters, this computational approach
reproduces the experimental IR spectra and binding energies
with satisfactory accuracy and is an efficient compromise
between accuracy and computing time.47–49,57 Relative energies
and equilibrium binding energies (Ee, De) are corrected for
harmonic zero-point vibrational energies to yield E0 and D0.
Gibbs free energies (G) are evaluated at 298.15 K. Harmonic
vibrational frequencies are scaled by factors of 0.9618, 0.9491,
and 0.9630 for CH, NH, and OH stretch frequencies,
respectively.47,48,57 The frequencies in the fingerprint range
required for the determination of the overtones and combi-
nation bands are scaled with a factor of 0.9732.47 Computed
IR stick spectra are convoluted with Gaussian line profiles
(fwhm = 10 cm�1) to facilitate convenient comparison with
the measured IRPD spectra. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analy-
sis is employed to evaluate the charge distribution and charge
transfer in AmaH+(H2O)n as well as the second-order perturba-
tion energies (E(2)) of donor–acceptor orbital interactions
involved in the H-bonds.101,102 Cartesian coordinates and
energies of all relevant structures are available in ESI.†

3. Experimental results
3.1 Mass spectra

Typical mass spectra of the ion source show dehydrogenated,
ionized, and protonated Ama (m/z 150–152) as well as their
clusters with Ar and H2O (Fig. S1, ESI†). In addition, the typical
fragment ions of Ama+ (F+ at m/z 57, 94, 108, 135) are detected,
consistent with the standard EI mass spectrum of Ama and
previous mass spectra, confirming the identity of m/z 151 and
152 as Ama+ and AmaH+.47–49,52 To confirm the chemical com-
position of the generated AmaH+(H2O)n clusters, collision-
induced dissociation (CID) experiments are performed, revealing
mainly dissociation of H2O molecules and ruling out significant
isobaric mass contamination (Fig. S2 and S3, ESI†).

3.2 Overview of IRPD spectra

The IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 are compared in Fig. 2 to
the previously recorded AmaH+Ar spectrum,49 and the observed
bands and their vibrational assignments are listed in Table 1.
The investigated spectral range (2600–4000 cm�1) covers aliphatic
CH stretch modes (B–G, nCHn

, 2800–3000 cm�1), and H-bonded

(A, H–K, nbNH3
, 2600–3200 cm�1) and free NH stretch modes (N–P,

nNH3
f=a=s, 3200–3400 cm�1) of the NH3

+ ammonium group of
AmaH+, NH stretch modes of the NH2

+ amino group of AmaH+

(Q, R, V, nNH2
, 3300–3500 cm�1), bound (S, T, W, nbOH2

, 3300–

3600 cm�1) and free (X–Z, nf=a=sOH2
, 3600–3900 cm�1) OH stretch

modes of the H2O ligands, and combination bands and overtones
of the OH, NH, and CH bending fundamentals (L, M, U, 3100–
3500 cm�1). The IRPD spectra show a clear and distinct depen-
dence on the cluster size n and therefore provide detailed
information about the hydration motifs, both in terms of the
H2O binding sites and the structures of the hydration network.

3.3 IRPD of AmaH+Ar

The bands in the AmaH+Ar spectrum have been assigned in
detail previously.49 Ar-tagging has little impact on the frequencies
of bare AmaH+, and bands marked in black/red are attributed
to the ammonium/iminium isomers. Briefly, bands N and P are
attributed to the low-frequency NH stretch modes of the ammo-
nium isomer (I), while bands Q and V arise from higher-frequency
NH stretch modes of the iminium isomer (II). Although the
AmaH+Ar spectrum is strongly dominated by the ammonium
isomer formed by simple protonation of Ama at the NH2 group,
B20–25% of the AmaH+ population is attributed to iminium
isomers.

3.4 IRPD of AmaH+H2O

The IRPD spectrum of AmaH+H2O shows the distinct free NH
stretch signatures of the NH3

+ ammonium group by observing
the intense bands N and P at 3279 and 3328 cm�1 with widths
of 17 and 20 cm�1, respectively. These are close to those of
AmaH+Ar (nsNH3

¼ 3238 cm�1 (N), naNH3
¼ 3317 cm�1 (P)). On the

other hand, the intense signatures of the NH2
+ amino group of

the iminium isomers (Q, V) observed for AmaH+Ar are barely
discernible or absent for AmaH+H2O, with the possible
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exception of the very weak band R at 3373 cm�1. Hence, the
AmaH+H2O spectrum is concluded to be predominantly pro-
duced by ammonium isomers, while the population of iminium
isomers is close to or below the detection limit (o10%).
A further major difference between the AmaH+Ar and AmaH+H2O
spectra is the appearance of the intense and broad bands J and K
at 3007 and 3080 cm�1 with widths of 24 and 23 cm�1 for L = H2O,
respectively. These are indicative of a strongly redshifted bonded
NH stretch mode, arising from the predominant presence of an
H-bonded AmaH+H2O isomer with a strong NH� � �O ionic H-bond
between H2O (acceptor) and the acidic NH3

+ group (donor). This
H-bond is strongly stabilized by the large electrostatic charge–
dipole forces between the AmaH+ cation and the H2O dipole
which dominate the long-range part of the intermolecular attrac-
tion. The strong NH� � �O H-bond causes a large redshift of the
bonded nbNH3

mode down to the spectral range 2800–3200 cm�1,

where it couples strongly with NH, OH and CH bend overtones
(via anharmonic Fermi resonance (FR)) or with CH stretch
fundamentals (via local mode mixing). These interactions result
in a broad vibrational multi-band pattern in the IR spectrum.
Similar complex patterns arising from NH� � �O ionic H-bonds
have been observed previously for a variety of related hydrated
aromatic cations such as acetanilide, hydroxyindole, pyrrole, and
formanilide.77,78,81,82,103 All IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4

show an almost identical CHn stretch pattern of the AmaH+ cage
to that observed for AmaH+Ar (C–F). However, because of the

redshifted nbNH3
mode and the associated strong couplings, their

relative integrated intensities are strongly enhanced (when compared
to the free NH stretch bands). The CHn stretch pattern consists of
one intense doublet C and D at B2860 and B2870 cm�1 with a total
width of B45 cm�1 and a more intense and broader doublet E and F
at B2910 and B2940 cm�1 with a total width of B60 cm�1.
When compared to the AmaH+Ar spectrum, bands C are slightly
blueshifted by B7 cm�1 while bands E are redshifted by
B12 cm�1. The distinct blueshifts of the doublet C/D from Ar
to H2O may arise from the assignment to different isomers
(iminium for Ar and ammonium for H2O). With increasing n,
only bands D and F show notable redshifts from 2874 (n = 1) to
2867 cm�1 (n = 4) and from 2943 (n = 1) to 2933 cm�1 (n = 4),
respectively. However, in the AmaH+H2O spectrum an addi-
tional weak band B is observed at 2821 cm�1 in the CH stretch
range. As expected, the AmaH+H2O spectrum reveals two bands
in the OH stretch range, which are absent for AmaH+Ar. Bands
X and Z at 3633 and 3717 cm�1 are readily assigned to the free

symmetric ðnsOH2
Þ and antisymmetric naOH2

� �
OH stretch modes

of the H2O acceptor in the NH� � �O ionic H-bond. Their modest
redshifts of 24 and 39 cm�1 from the transitions of bare H2O

Table 1 Positions, widths (fwhm in parenthesis) and vibrational assignments of the transitions observed in the IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 and
AmaH+Ar (Fig. 2)

Peak Modeb AmaH+Ara AmaH+H2O AmaH+(H2O)2 AmaH+(H2O)3 AmaH+(H2O)4

A nbNH3
2754 (24) 2712 (13) 2680 (11)

B nCHn
2821 (8) 2823 (11)

C nCHn
2853 (10) 2860 (17) 2863 (16) 2862 (17) 2860 (10)

D nCHn
2872 (7) 2874 (9) 2871 (14) 2870 (16) 2867 (4)

E nCHn
2921 (14) 2906 (15) 2911 (13) 2911 (7) 2905 (3)

F nCHn
FRc 2949 (17) 2943 (18) 2939 (20) 2936 (25) 2933 (23)

F nbNH3
2943 (18)

G nCHn

.
nbNH3

2973 (5) 2977 (11)

H nbNH3
2974 (18)

I nbNH3
3009 (39) 3058 (17)

J nbNH3
3007 (24) 3069 (39) 3118 (46) 3144 (42)

K nbNH3
FRc 3080 (23) 3127 (24) 3170 (21) 3188 (6)

L 2bNH3
3164 (7)

M 2bNH3
3185 (5) 3193 (13) 3230 (40) 3268 (30) 3271 (30)

N nsNH3
3238 (13) 3279 (17) 3288 (5)

O nfNH3
3315 (12) 3317 (10)

P naNH3
3317 (21) 3328 (20) 3331 (3)

Q nsNH2
3344 (7)

R nfNH2
3373 (8)

S nbOH2

.
2bNH3

3387 (13)

T nbOH2
3403 (39) 3432 (52) 3452 (55)

U 2bNH2
3428 (11)

V naNH2
3451 (10)

W nb-ringOH2

3552 (11) 3554 (10)

X nsOH2
3633 (22) 3638 (22) 3639 (12) 3642 (13)

Y nfOH2
3683 (8) 3680 (9) 3683 (8)

Z naOH2
3717 (14) 3716 (27) 3712 (42) 3705 (49)

a Ref. 49. b Stretching (n), bending (b). c FR = Fermi resonance with nbNH3
.
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ðns=aOH2
¼ 3657=3756 cm�1Þ and the strong IR enhancement of

nsOH2
are typical for cation-H2O clusters.57,64,71,83,84,104 Interest-

ingly, band Z is rather broad with a total with of 137 cm�1 and
several additional features at 3711, 3759, and 3805 cm�1, which
may arise from Q-branches of hindered internal H2O rotation,
as has been reported previously for Ada+H2O. However, the
spacings between these bands are not regular for AmaH+H2O
and not associated directly with rotational constants of bare
H2O, indicating that this motion is more complicated than in
Ada+H2O. Finally, the weak band M of AmaH+H2O at 3193 cm�1

has a slightly higher frequency than the bNH3
overtone observed

for AmaH+Ar (2bNH3
= 3185 cm�1 (M)), consistent with the

stronger NH� � �O H-bond providing a larger retarding force by
H2O for this mode.

3.5 IRPD of AmaH+(H2O)2

The AmaH+(H2O)2 spectrum shows significant changes com-
pared to n = 1, except for the CH stretch bands (C–F). Signifi-
cantly, instead of two intense free NH stretch bands (N, P), only
one free NH stretch band O at 3315 cm�1 dominates that
spectral range, indicating the predominant presence of a n = 2
isomer, in which two H2O molecules bind separately to the
NH3

+ group via individual NH� � �O H-bonds while one N–H
bond remains free (interior ion solvation motif). Band O occurs
roughly midway between N and P, as expected for the change
from two coupled free NH stretch oscillators to a single
uncoupled one. The resulting bound NH stretch bands J and
K are blueshifted by 62 and 47 cm�1 to 3069 and 3127 cm�1

compared to n = 1, respectively, and gain significantly in IR
intensity. Because interior ion solvation is slightly noncoopera-
tive (due to enhanced delocalization of the positive charge), the
NH� � �O H-bonds in n = 2 are somewhat weaker than in n = 1,
resulting in stronger N–H donor bonds and smaller redshifts in
the bonded NH stretch modes. As a result, the CH stretch band
G observed in AmaH+Ar (nCH2

= 3756 cm�1) is for n = 2 no longer
obscured and detected at 2977 cm�1 in the shoulder of band F.
The free OH stretch bands X and Z remain at nearly the same
frequencies of 3638 and 3716 cm�1 and are again attributed to
nsOH2

and naOH2
of the individual uncoupled H2O ligands,

respectively. The observed increase in relative IR intensity of
both bands is attributed to the larger number of ligands.
Interestingly, the number of sub-peaks of band Z increased
even further at n = 2, with additional reproducible peaks at
3683, 3705, 3737, and 3772 cm�1, but again no simple internal
rotation pattern with equidistant lines can be recognized.

Significantly, the OH stretch range provides clear evidence
for the minor presence of a second isomer, in which a
H-bonded (H2O)2 dimer with an OH� � �O H bond is attached
to one of the NH proton donors of the NH3

+ group (H-bonded
solvent network motif). The broader band band T at 3403 cm�1

with a width of 39 cm�1 is observed in the spectral range of

bound OH stretch modes nbOH2

� �
. Compared to bare (H2O)2

(3601 cm�1),105 the nbOH2
frequency is drastically reduced, which

is due to the large cooperativity of the H-bonded network

resulting from the strong polarization forces induced by the
nearby positive charge of AmaH+. The associated free OH stretch

mode nfOH2
of the H2O donor can be identified at 3683 cm�1 (Y),

which is also redshifted compared to bare (H2O)2 (3735 cm�1).105

The two free NH stretch bands of this isomer are expected close
to bands N and P of n = 1. The signal in the n = 2 spectrum in this
range is rather small (but visible), indicating that the population
of this isomer is relatively small compared to the predominant
interior ion solvation isomer.

Finally, band M gains width and intensity and shifts some-
what to the blue by 37 cm�1 to 3230 cm�1 due to further
retarding forces of the H2O ligands on the bNH3

mode. In
addition, a broad but weak band A is observed at 2754 cm�1,
while the weak band B disappears. However, the true intensity
of band A is difficult to estimate because the laser intensity
decreases rapidly in the lower frequency range.

3.6 IRPD of AmaH+(H2O)3

In the n = 3 spectrum, bands J and K are further blueshifted to
3118 and 3170 cm�1 compared to n = 2 and an additional band
I appears at 3009 cm�1 with a width of 39 cm�1. All three bands

are attributed to the nbNH3
modes of an isomer, in which all NH

bonds are singly hydrated by H2O ligands. The slightly blue-
shifted peak O (3317 cm�1) is still visible but weak, indicative of
a minor isomer with a single free NH bond of the NH3

+ group.

The associated band T, attributed to nbOH2
of a (H2O)2 dimer

unit, is also blueshifted to 3432 cm�1 and gains intensity,
indicating the abundance increase of isomeric structures with
(H2O)2 binding to the NH3

+ group. Moreover, an additional
weak band W appears at 3552 cm�1 with a width of 11 cm�1 in
the weakly H-bonded OH stretch range, which can be attributed

to a nb-ringOH2
mode of a (H2O)3 water ring structure attached to the

NH3
+ group. Compared to bare cyclic (H2O)3 (3533 cm�1),105

the frequency is slightly blueshifted by 19 cm�1. The bands X
(3639 cm�1), Y (3680 cm�1), Z (3712 cm�1) associated with the
free OH stretch modes have almost the same frequencies as for
n = 2, although band Z broadens to 42 cm�1. The broad band
M assigned to 2bNH3

is probably composed of several sharper
transitions and shifted further to the blue by 38 cm�1 to
3268 cm�1 due to increased retarding forces. Transition A gains
slightly in intensity and redshifts down to 2712 cm�1.

3.7 IRPD of AmaH+(H2O)4

The n = 4 spectrum exhibits a somewhat poorer signal-to-noise
ratio due to the reduced abundance of AmaH+(H2O)4 clusters
produced in the ion source. Nonetheless, at least 16 peaks can
still be identified. As mentioned above, the four CH stretch
bands (C–F) have almost the same positions as in the n = 1–3
spectra, although bands D and E are narrower with widths of 4
and 3 cm�1, respectively. Bands I, J, and K attributed to the

nbNH3
modes are again slightly blueshifted to 3058, 3144, and

3188 cm�1, respectively, and an additional band H appears at
2974 cm�1 with a width of 18 cm�1. In addition, band O
disappears, indicating that at this cluster size all N–H bonds
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of the NH3
+ group are fully solvated and that isomers with a

free N–H bond are below the detection limit. The bands T and

W at 3452 and 3554 cm�1 associated with nbOH2
modes are also

blueshifted. Band W exhibits increased intensity, indicating an
increasing abundance of isomers with cyclic water ring struc-
tures bound to the NH3

+ group. Moreover, an additional band S
is observed at 3387 cm�1 with a width of 13 cm�1 in the range

of nbOH2
modes. The free OH stretch bands X–Z are hardly

shifted, with frequencies of 3642, 3683, and 3705 cm�1. The broad
band M remains almost at the same frequency at 3271 cm�1,
although it is more difficult to analyze because of the lower signal.
Band A is again further redshifted by 32 cm�1 down to 2680 cm�1.

In summary, the IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n with n = 1–4
can be interpreted with a predominant sequential cluster
growth in which the three NH protons of the NH3

+ group of
the predominant N-protonated ammonium isomer of AmaH+

are gradually solvated with H2O molecules. This view is justi-
fied by the observation of the multi-band pattern F, J, and K,
which is typical for NH� � �O ionic H-bonds, as well as by the
progressive disappearance of the free N–H stretch bands (N, P, O).
As the number of H2O ligands increases, the presence of solvent
network isomers also increases, as evidenced by the increased
intensity of bands T and W. The population of open-cage iminium
isomers is very low, because the signal strength in the range of the
characteristic iminium NH stretch transitions of the NH2

+ group
(Q, R, V) is very low.

4. Computational results and
assignments
4.1 Ama, Ama+, AmaH+

To determine the AmaH+(H2O)n=1–4 structures responsible for
the recorded IRPD spectra, it is required to first consider the
relevant monomer isomers of Ama, Ama+(I–III), and AmaH+

(I–IV), which have been recently studied in detail by the same
computational and spectroscopic approach.47–49 Their struc-
tures and NBO charge distributions are shown in ESI† (Fig. S4,
ESI†), and we briefly review the information relevant for the
present work. Neutral Ama (1A1, Cs), with its NH2 group
attached to the adamantyl cage (C10H15) in pyramidal configu-
ration (sp3 hybridisation of N), has short N–H bonds leading to

relatively high NH stretch frequencies ðna=sNH2
¼ 3285=3359 cm�1Þ

with rather low IR intensity (Ia/s = 3/0.2 km mol�1). The
structure and IR spectrum calculated for Ama agree well with
previous experimental and computational data.51–54

The energetically favourable protonation site of Ama is
the basic NH2 group with a calculated proton affinity of PA =
957 kJ mol�1, which is in good agreement with the accepted
experimental value (PA = 949 kJ mol�1).91 The resulting
ammonium ion (I, C2v, 1A1) is the global minimum on the
ground state potential (E0 = 0 kJ mol�1). N-protonation
leads to a drastic elongation of the N–H bonds by 7 mÅ to

1.022 Å, resulting in massive redshift of the ns=aNH2=3
modes of

B70/60 cm�1 ðnsNH3
¼ 3214 cm�1; naNH3

¼ 3301 cm�1Þ and a

drastic increase in their IR intensities (by a factor of B10/500)
due to the increased charge on the NH protons (qH = 0.429 e). The
NH2 angles increase slightly to 108.11, while preserving the
pyramidal configuration. Due to the higher positive charge of
the NH3

+ group (qNH3
= 0.605 e) and its electron-withdrawing

character, the neighbouring C–N bond is elongated by 77 mÅ to
1.544 Å and the adjacent C–C bonds contract compared to Ama
(rC1C2 = 1.530 vs. 1.538 Å, rC1C3 = 1.530 vs. 1.544 Å), while the C–C
bonds parallel to the C3 symmetry axis are slightly stretched
(rC4C5 = 1.544 vs. 1.538 Å). Most C–H bonds contract (DrCH =
2 mÅ), resulting in small blueshifts of the nCH modes (nCH = 2890
vs. 2899 cm�1, nCH = 2917 vs. 2956 cm�1, Table S1, ESI†).

Although protonation of Ama at a C atom is energetically
very unfavourable (as it would lead to a nonclassical fivefold
coordinated C atom), at least one isomer with an iminium
group (NH2

+) instead of an ammonium group (NH3
+) has been

identified by Ar-tagging IRPD, AmaH+(II), which must therefore
also be taken into account when studying microhydration of
AmaH+.49 This open-cage isomer II is likely formed by addition
of an H radical to the open-cage Ama+ radical cation isomer,
Ama+(III),49 which is formed by EI of Ama in addition to the
canonical Ama+(I) cage isomer.47,48 AmaH+(II) (1A’, Cs, E0 =
3.0 kJ mol�1) has also an open-cage structure with a CQN
double bond (1.297 Å), but with a C9H group instead of the
CR3

� radical centre and a much wider open cage (yC1C9C3 =
155.31 vs. 106.11, rC1� � �C3 = 4.47 vs. 3.35 Å, Fig. 1). The C9–H
bond is oriented toward the nearly planar CNH2

+ group
(rC9H� � �C1 = 2.450 Å) and the C–C bonds at the C9 atom are
drastically stretched compared to Ama+(III) (rC3C9 = 1.482 vs.
1.529 Å, rC9C8 = 1.492 vs. 1.536 Å). The newly formed C9–H bond
(rC9H = 1.098 Å) is the longest C–H bond (rCH = 1.090–1.098 Å)
and its intense nCH mode (nCH = 2848 cm�1) is therefore
significantly redshifted from the other nCHn

modes. The N–H
bonds are much shorter compared to those of the NH3

+ group
of AmaH+(I) (rNH = 1.012 vs. 1.022 Å), resulting in nNH2

modes at

ns=aNH2
¼ 3358=3433 cm�1 well separated (by 100 cm�1) from

those of the NH3
+ group. Although the positive charge of the

NH2
+ group (qNH2

= 0.210 e) is much lower than that of the NH3
+

group of Ama+(I) (qNH3
= 0.604 e), the NH2

+ group is still very
attractive for hydration, because of similar positive charges of
the protons (qH = 0.419 vs. 0.427 e). However, the high positive
charge of the adjacent C1 atom (qC1 = 0.538 e) also influences
the attachment of H2O ligands. In addition to isomer II, two
further open-cage structures, AmaH+(III) and AmaH+(IV), are
calculated (Fig. S4, ESI†), which differ structurally only slightly
from isomer II.49 Both isomers show similar solvation behaviour
as II with nearly identical IR spectra and can thus experimentally
not be distinguished (Fig. S5, ESI†). For this reason, these
structures and their hydrated clusters will not be discussed in
detail here. This procedure may be justified by their much
higher relative energy (E0 4 27 kJ mol�1). For completeness,
the structures, IR spectra, and energies of all considered
AmaH+(I–IV)(H2O)n=1–4 isomers are available in ESI† (Fig. S6–
S25 and Tables S2–S6), along with their NBO charge distribution
(Fig. S26–S29, ESI†).
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In our previous work, we provide a detailed vibrational and
isomer-specific assignment of the bands C–G, L, M, N, P, Q, U,
and V of the AmaH+Ar spectrum.49 Briefly, the influence of Ar
ligands is negligible justifying a direct assignment of the
AmaH+Ar bands to the ammonium (AmaH+(I)) and iminium
(AmaH+(II)) isomers. Most of the intense bands are readily
assigned to the most stable AmaH+(I) isomer (Table S7, ESI†).

Bands N (3238 cm�1) and P (3317 cm�1) are attributed to na=sNH3

of the NH3
+ group (3214 and 3301 cm�1), bands D (2872 cm�1)

and F (2949 cm�1) to the convoluted peaks of the nCHn
modes

(2899 and 2956 cm�1), and the small peaks M (3185 cm�1) and L

(3164 cm�1) to 2bNH3
overtones (3222 cm�1). On the other hand, the

bands Q, U, and V cannot be explained by AmaH+(I) but arise from
the iminium isomer AmaH+(II). Specifically, bands Q (3344 cm�1)

and V (3451 cm�1) agree well with na=sNH2
of the NH2

+ group of

AmaH+(II) (3331 and 3435 cm�1), while band U (3428 cm�1) is
assigned to 2bNH2 (3328 cm�1). Finally, bands C (2853 cm�1), E
(2921 cm�1), F (2949 cm�1), and G (2973 cm�1) are attributed to
the convoluted peaks of the nCHn

modes of AmaH+(II) (2848,
2913, 2952, 2977 cm�1). The population ratio for AmaH+(I) and
AmaH+(II) is estimated as 4 : 1 or 3 : 1 from computed and
measured relative band intensities.

4.2 AmaH+H2O

Starting from the AmaH+ isomers I–IV (Fig. S4 and Table S2,
ESI†),49 stable AmaH+(H2O)n structures are constructed by
adding H2O ligands to the acidic N–H bonds or to the less
positively charged adamantyl cage (C10H15). All obtained mono-
hydrated structures exhibit a favorable charge–dipole configu-
ration, with the electronegative O atom of H2O directed toward
AmaH+. Two I-H2O and four II-H2O structures are found (Table S3
and Fig. S6, S7, ESI†). The two most stable isomers in each case
are compared to Ama, AmaH+(I), and AmaH+(II) in Fig. 1, while
their computed IR spectra are compared with the experimental
IRPD spectrum in Fig. 3. The position and widths of the transi-
tions observed in the IRPD spectrum of AmaH+H2O are listed in
Table 2, along with their vibrational and isomer assignment. In
the most stable isomers I-H2O(I) and II-H2O(II), H2O forms a
strong NH� � �O ionic H-bond to the NH2

+ or NH3
+ group,

while in the others it is bound to the adamantyl cage by weaker
charge–dipole forces, resulting in much higher relative energies
(E0 4 30 kJ mol�1).

In the I-H2O(I) global minimum, H2O forms a strong and
nearly linear NH� � �O H-bond (175.71) to the NH3

+ group with a
bond length of 1.742 Å and a high binding energy of 70.9 kJ mol�1.
Upon hydration, the N–H donor bond stretches drastically by
21 mÅ to 1.043 Å and the NH2 angle increases slightly to 108.51,

resulting in a massive redshift of the nbNH3
mode by 380 cm�1 to

2921 cm�1, associated with a huge increase (by a factor of 13) in
IR intensity (I = 682 km mol�1). These structural and spectro-
scopic effects are typical for NH� � �O ionic H-bonds in RNH3

+-
H2O dimers.79,106,107 The two remaining free N–H bonds con-

tract slightly by 2 mÅ to 1.020 Å, resulting in modest ns=aNH3

blueshifts of 44/11 cm�1 to 3258/3312 cm�1, respectively. The

C–N bond is shortened by 14 mÅ to 1.530 Å compared to I, while
the other C–C and C–H bonds change only slightly (DrCC o
3 mÅ, DrCH o 2 mÅ). The NBO analysis reveals a partial charge
transfer of 42 me from AmaH+ to H2O and E(2) = 75.2 kJ mol�1 for
the donor–acceptor interaction between the lone pairs of O and
the antibonding s* orbital of the N–H donor bond involved in the
NH� � �O ionic H-bond (Fig. S26, ESI†). As a result, the O–H bonds
slightly elongate by 2 mÅ to 0.963 Å and the OH2 bond angle
opens from 104.51 to 106.01, leading to a rise in IR intensity of the
nOH2

modes (by a factor of 18/3) and a redshift of their frequencies

by 12/23 cm�1 down to ns=aOH2
¼ 3650=3736 cm�1, respectively.

In the high-energy I-H2O(II) isomer (E0 = 44.8 kJ mol�1), H2O
binds with a low binding energy of 26.1 kJ mol�1 to CH(2)

groups opposite to the NH3
+ group of the adamantyl cage of I

via three weak CH� � �O contacts based mostly on charge–dipole
forces. Due to the weak and strongly nonlinear CH� � �O contacts
with intermolecular distances greater than 2.5 Å, the charge
transfer from I to H2O (Dq = 6 me) and the impact of hydration
on the monomer structure are negligible, except for the slight
contractions of the involved C–H bonds (DrCH = 2 mÅ). As a

Fig. 3 IRPD spectrum of AmaH+H2O compared to linear IR absorption
spectra of AmaH+(I,II)(H2O)(I,II) calculated at the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ
level. The positions of the transition observed in the IRPD spectrum of
AmaH+H2O and their vibrational assignment are listed in Table 2. Differ-
ences in relative energy (E0, G) are given in kJ mol�1. Note the different IR
intensity scale for the computed IR spectra. The bands that can only be
assigned to the iminium isomer II-H2O(I) are highlighted in red.
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result, the IR spectrum of I-H2O(II) is essentially a combination
of the spectra of I and bare H2O.

The most stable iminium monohydrate II-H2O(I) is 8.3 kJ
mol�1 above the most stable ammonium hydrate I-H2O(I).
Thus, monohydration increases the ammonium–iminium gap
by 5 kJ mol�1 because the NH2

+ group is less acidic than the
NH3

+ group leading to weaker NH� � �O H-bonds. In II-H2O(I),
H2O binds to NH2

+ group via a strong and nearly linear NH� � �O
H-bond (172.01) with a binding energy of 65.6 kJ mol�1. As a
result, the NH� � �O H-bond (1.770 Å) is slightly longer and the
N–H bond (1.031 Å) is less elongated compared to I-H2O(I)
(DrNH = 19 vs. 21 mÅ), resulting in a less pronounced redshift of

the nbNH2
mode to 3044 cm�1 (287 vs. 380 cm�1) and a slightly

smaller increase in IR intensity (factor 7). However, the absolute

IR activity of the nbNH2
mode is significantly higher than that of

the nbNH3
mode (I = 1047 vs. 682 km mol�1). The charge transfer

to H2O and orbital interaction energy are slightly smaller than in
I-H2O(I) (Dq = 39 vs. 42 me, E(2)= 68.3 vs. 75.2 kJ mol�1, Fig. S26,
ESI†). The NH2 bond angle increases slightly by 1.11 to 118.01
and the length of the free N–H bond remains at 1.012 Å,

resulting in nfNH2
at 3391 cm�1. The OH2 bond angle opens

slightly from 104.51 to 105.81 and the O–H bonds are slightly

stretched, leading to the same redshifts in nOH2
as for I-H2O(I),

ns=aOH2
¼ 3649=3736 cm�1). Upon hydration, the CQN double

bond of II is slightly shortened by 4 mÅ to 1.293 Å and the
adjacent C–C bonds are somewhat elongated (rC1C2/C4 = 1.488/
1.489 vs. 1.486 Å). The yC1C9C3 angle opens slightly from 155.31 to
155.71 and the C9–H bond contracts slightly, leading to a small
blueshift of the associated nCH mode closer to the range of the
other nCH(2)

modes (nCH = 2867 vs. 2848 cm�1). Most of the other
C–C and C–H bonds do not change significantly.

In the second iminium monohydrate, II-H2O(II) at E0 =
30.7 kJ mol�1, H2O binds to the adamantyl cage via weak
CH� � �O contacts, which are substantially shorter (2.39 Å) and
stronger (43.2 kJ mol�1) than for I-H2O(II). The reason is
probably the high positive charge on C1 (qC1 = 0.556 e), to
which H2O is attracted at a distance of 3.27 Å. Nevertheless,
charge transfer to H2O is again quite small (Dq = 9 me) and the
effects on monomer structure and IR spectrum of II are
negligible. The structures and IR spectra of the less favourable
iminium isomers II-H2O(III,IV) are very similar to those of
II-H2O(II) (Fig. S7, ESI†) and not discussed because of their
relatively high energies (E0 4 43 kJ mol�1).

The IRPD spectrum of AmaH+H2O is compared in Fig. 3 to
linear IR absorption spectra calculated for the four considered
I/II-H2O(I,II) isomers. At first glance, most bands of the IRPD
spectrum can readily be assigned to the most stable I-H2O(I)
isomer (Table 2). The typical signature of a NH� � �O ionic H-
bond is observed as a broad multi-band pattern (F, J, K) that can

be associated with the redshifted nbNH3
mode of I-H2O(I) and its

coupled modes (FR and/or local mode mixing).77,78,81,82,103 Thus,
an assignment of the intense bands F, J, and K to specific modes
of I-H2O(I) is not trivial. Since bands C–F were already observed
in the AmaH+Ar spectrum and assigned to nCH(2)

modes, they are

again attributed to nCH(2)
modes here, while band J at 3007 cm�1

is mostly associated with the nbNH3
mode predicted at 2921 cm�1.

Band K at 3080 cm�1 is then explained by a FR. Bands N and P
(3279 and 3328 cm�1) are unambiguously assigned to the two

remaining free nfNH3
modes of I-H2O(I) predicted at ns=aNH3

¼
3258=3312 cm�1 with deviations of 21/16 cm�1, respectively.
Moreover, bands X and Z observed at 3633 and 3717 cm�1 agree

well with the free ns=aOH2
modes of I-H2O(I) computed at 3650/

3736 cm�1. As for AmaH+Ar,49 band M at 3193 cm�1 is attributed
to the 2bNH3

overtone of I-H2O(I) estimated at 3198 cm�1, which
is slightly blueshifted by Ar - H2O substitution consistent with
the larger retarding force arising from the stronger H-bond to
H2O. Hence, with the exception of the weak bands B and R, the
IRPD spectrum of AmaH+H2O can be fully explained by the
I-H2O(I) global minimum. As bands B and R are weak, they may
also be attributed to overtone or combination bands, or in the case
of band B even to a CH stretch fundamental of I-H2O(I), although
the latter assignment gives a large discrepancy between calculation
and experiment (69 cm�1). Thus, in an alternative and strongly
favoured second scenario, these bands are assigned to transitions
of a minor population of the II-H2O(I) iminium isomer, whose
monomer structure was also detected in the AmaH+Ar spectrum.49

Table 2 Computed vibrational frequencies (in cm�1, B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ)
of I-H2O(I), II-H2O(I), and H2O compared to experimental values of
AmaH+H2O (Fig. 3).a The experimental values (peak maxima) are given
with width (fwhm in parenthesis) and are assigned to the most dominant
vibrations

AmaH+H2O Modeb I-H2O(I) II-H2O(I) H2O C2v

B 2821 (8) nCH 2867 (49)
C 2860 (20) nCH/CH2

2890 (12) 2886 (3)
2895 (19) 2892 (11)
2900 (44) 2905 (19)

D 2874 (9) nCH/CH2
2913 (27) 2907 (7)
2914 (27) 2913 (41)
2915 (1) 2914 (10)

E 2906 (19) nCH/CH2
2930 (22) 2939 (12)

F 2943 (18) nCH/CH2
, FRd 2940 (14) 2942 (25)

2942 (4) 2948 (20)
2948 (44) 2949 (16)
2948 (44) 2952 (17)
2949 (27) 2962 (19)
2951 (20) 2972 (3)
2955 (2) 2974 (30)
2955 (22) 2978 (20)

nbNH3

c 2921 (682)

J 3007 (24) nbNH3

c 2921 (682)

nCH/CH2

c, FRd 2961 (204)
K 3080 (23) nbNH2

; FRd 3044 (1047)

M 3193 (13) 2bNH3

e 3198
2bOH2

3204
N 3279 (17) nsNH3

3258 (43)
P 3328 (20) naNH3

3312 (38)
R 3373 (8) nfNH2

3391 (87)

X 3633 (22) nsOH2
3650 (55) 3649 (48) 3662 (3)

Z 3717 (14) naOH2
3736 (116) 3736 (113) 3759 (41)

a IR intensities in km mol�1 are given in parentheses. b Stretching (n),
bending (b). c Coupled nbNH3

=nCH=CH2
modes. d FR = Fermi resonance

with nbNH3
. e Coupled bNH3

/bOH2
.
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Specifically, band R at 3373 cm�1 is associated with the nfNH2
mode

(predicted at 3391 cm�1) of II-H2O(I) and then the redshifted nbNH2

mode (predicted at 3044 cm�1) is overlapping with band K at
3080 cm�1 with deviations of 18 and 36 cm�1, respectively. More-
over, band B at 2821 cm�1 arises from the intense and low-
frequency nCH mode of the long C9–H bond of II-H2O(I) predicted
at 2867 cm�1. Following this second scenario, the relative popula-
tion of II-H2O(I) can roughly be estimated as o10% of I-H2O(I)
by considering the computed and observed integrated peak inten-
sities of the isolated peaks N, P, and R. The two much less stable
isomers I-H2O(II) and I-H2O(II) can be excluded as noticeable
carrier of the IRPD spectrum, because their free nNH2/3

modes are
not observed and have a predicted IR intensity ratio in large
disagreement with experiment. In summary, the IRPD spectrum
clearly shows the predominant presence of I-H2O(I) and (at most)
only a small population of II-H2O(I). In both dimers, H2O binds to
the AmaH+ isomers via strong ionic NH� � �O H-bonds, while there is
no spectroscopic evidence for isomers with H2O attached to the
adamantyl cage.

4.3 AmaH+(H2O)2

For the AmaH+(H2O)2 dihydrate, seven isomers are considered
for both I and II (Fig. S10, S11 and Table S4, ESI†). In the

following, only I-(H2O)2(I–III) and II-(H2O)2(I,II) are discussed,
because the other isomers have an energy difference of
430 kJ mol�1 to the global minimum and are not necessary
for explaining the IRPD spectrum. These most stable structures
are shown in Fig. 4, while their computed IR spectra are
compared in Fig. 5 with the IRPD spectrum.

In the I-(H2O)2(I) global minimum (Cs), both H2O molecules
are symmetrically bound to the NH3

+ group via equivalent
N–H� � �O H-bonds (1.794 Å, 173.51) and a total binding energy
of 133.1 kJ mol�1, yielding 66.6 kJ mol�1 per H-bond. This
binding motif corresponds to interior ion solvation. The NH2

angles decrease slightly to 108.01, while the N–H donor bonds
are stretched from 1.022 to 1.036 Å. Compared to I-H2O(I), the
H-bonds are somewhat weaker and the resulting perturbation
of the monomer properties are correspondingly smaller,
because of the noncooperative effect typical for internal ion

solvation. As a result, the nbNH3
modes are less redshifted to 3007

and 3033 cm�1 ðDnbNH3
¼ 306=268 vs: 380 cm�1Þ. The single

remaining free N–H bond contracts slightly by 3 mÅ to 1.019 Å,

resulting in a blueshift of nfNH3
by 83 cm�1 to 3297 cm�1. Due to

the two H2O ligands, the C–N bond contracts even more by 22 mÅ
to 1.522 Å compared to I, while the other C–C bonds and
C–H bonds change only slightly (DrCC o 3 mÅ, DrCH o 2 mÅ).

Fig. 4 Calculated equilibrium structures (in Å and degrees) of (H2O)2, AmaH+(I)(H2O)2(I–III) and AmaH+(II)(H2O)2(I,II) in their ground electronic state
(B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ). All bond lengths are shown in ESI† (Fig. S23).
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The NBO analysis yields a total charge transfer from AmaH+ to
the H2O ligands of 70 me and E(2) = 60.8 kJ mol�1 per H-bond
(Fig. S27, ESI†). As a result, the O–H bonds are slightly elongated
by 2 mÅ to 0.963 Å and the OH2 bond angle opens from 104.51 to
105.81, leading to a redshift of their coupled free OH stretch
modes to nOH2

s = 3653/4 cm�1 and nOH2

a = 3740/1 cm�1, respec-
tively, along with an increase in IR intensity.

In the only slightly less stable isomer I-(H2O)2(II) with E0 =
4.9 kJ mol�1, a H-bonded (H2O)2 dimer is attached to the NH3

+

group via a single NH� � �O ionic H-bond (D0 = 128.5 kJ mol�1).
This binding motif corresponds to formation of a H-bonded solvent
network. The (H2O)2 dimer is oriented toward the adamantyl cage,
because of weak CH� � �O contacts. Due to the larger proton affinity
of (H2O)2 compared to H2O (808 vs. 691 kJ mol�1),91,92 the NH� � �O
H-bond is much stronger and shorter than in I-H2O(I) (1.653 vs.
1.742 Å). The affected N–H bond is drastically stretched by 31 mÅ
to 1.053 Å due to the cooperative effects of the water solvent
network, while the two remaining N–H bonds are slightly shor-

tened to 1.020 Å. As a result, the nbNH3
mode is strongly redshifted

by 556 cm�1 down to 2745 cm�1 while nsNH3
and naNH3

are slightly

blueshifted to 3262 and 3320 cm�1, respectively. The total charge
transfer is increased from 42 to 59 me and E(2) increases from 75.2

to 107.9 kJ mol�1 compared to I-H2O(I) (Fig. S27, ESI†). The
affected NH2 angle increases to 108.71, while the other NH2 angle
decreases slightly to 107.91. The C–N bond is shortened by 19 mÅ to
1.525 Å, while the other C–C bonds and C–H bonds are hardly
affected by (H2O)2 dimer attachment (DrCC o 4 mÅ, DrCH o 3 mÅ).
However, the C–H bonds pointing toward (H2O)2 are shortened due
to the weak CH� � �O contacts, while the other C–H bonds maintain
their length. The OH� � �O H-bond in I-(H2O)2(II) is much stronger
and shorter than in bare (H2O)2 (1.772 vs. 1.946 Å), because of the
strong cooperativity of the nonadditive three-body polarization
forces caused by the AmaH+ charge. In addition, the binding
energy of the terminal H2O is much higher compared to bare
(H2O)2 (D0 = 57.4 vs.19.7 kJ mol�1) as is the E(2) energy of the
OH� � �H H-bond (E(2) = 62.0 vs. 34.0 kJ mol�1). The O–H donor bond
is stretched by 18 mÅ to 0.979 Å and the remaining free O–H bond
is slightly shortened to 0.961 Å compared to I-H2O(I). As a result,

nbOH2
is strongly redshifted down to 3379 cm�1, consistent with a

large increase in its IR intensity (factor B13), while nfOH2
is slightly

blueshifted to 3725 cm�1 and modes of the terminal H2O at 3648
and 3735 cm�1 nearly do not change.

In I-(H2O)2(III) at E0 = 7.0 kJ mol�1, the two nonequivalent
H2O ligands are attached to an N–H bond via NH� � �O H-bonds
of different strength and connected to each other by a strongly
bent and thus weak neutral OH� � �O H-bond. This binding
motif corresponds to the formation of a cyclic H-bonded
solvent network. The stronger and more linear NH� � �O
H-bond has a bond length of 1.747 Å and a bond angle of
155.91, while the weaker less linear one has 2.075 Å and 138.51.
The corresponding N–H bonds are stretched by 19 and 4 mÅ
to 1.041 and 1.026 Å, respectively, resulting in redshifts of the

corresponding nbNH3
modes to 2953 and 3188 cm�1. The total

charge transfer to the H2O ligands is 56 me (35 and 21 me) and
the E(2) energies are 70.2 and 18.6 kJ mol�1 (Fig. S27, ESI†) for
the strong and weak NH� � �O H-bond, respectively. The rather
weak OH� � �O H-bond is strongly nonlinear (130.11) and much
longer (2.213 Å) than in bare (H2O)2, as also indicated by the
low E(2) energy of 7.4 kJ mol�1. The involved O–H donor bond is
only slightly more elongated by 5 mÅ to 0.966 Å than the other
free O–H bonds with 0.962 and 0.964 Å. As a result, the strongly
coupled nOH2

modes are slightly redshifted to nsOH2
¼ 3615 cm�1

and nsOH2
¼ 3640 cm�1 and to naOH2

¼ 3723 cm�1 and naOH2
¼

3736 cm�1 for the first and second H2O molecule. The effects
on the adamantyl cage are again negligible, except for the
contraction of the C–N bond from 1.544 Å to 1.520 Å.

The most stable dihydrated iminium isomer, II-(H2O)2(I),
lies 13.5 kJ mol�1 above the global minimum, I-(H2O)2(I), and
has also Cs symmetry because both H2O ligands are symme-
trically bound to the NH2

+ group via separate NH� � �O H-bonds
(1.823 Å, 170.51) with a total binding energy of 122.7 kJ mol�1.
As the NH2

+ group is less acidic than the NH3
+ group, dihydra-

tion increases the energy gap between ammonium and imi-
nium isomers further. The total charge transfer of 64 me and
E(2) energy per H-bond (55.3 kJ mol�1) are correspondingly
smaller than in I-(H2O)2(I) (Fig. S27, ESI†). The N–H bonds

elongate by 14 mÅ to 1.026 Å, resulting in nbNH2
redshifts to 3088

Fig. 5 IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)2 compared to linear IR absorption
spectra of AmaH+(I)(H2O)2(I–III) and AmaH+(II)(H2O)2(I,II) calculated at
the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level. The positions of the transition observed in the
IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)2 and their vibrational assignment are listed
in Table S8 (ESI†). Differences in relative energy (E0, G) are given in kJ mol�1.
Note the different IR intensity scale for the computed IR spectra.
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and 3178 cm�1, along with an increase in IR intensity. The
NH2 angle increases by 2.11 to 119.01. The OH2 bond angle rises
to 105.71 and the O–H bonds slightly elongate to 0.963 Å,
resulting in small redshifts to nsOH2

¼ 3652=3653 cm�1 and

naOH2
¼ 3740=3741 cm�1. H2O attachment slightly shortens the

CQN double bond by 7 mÅ to 1.290 Å, while the adjacent C–C
bonds are stretched by 5 mÅ to 1.491 Å. However, the effect of
the H2O attachment on the adamantyl cage is again negligible
(DrCH o 1 mÅ, DrCC o 5 mÅ).

In II-(H2O)2(II) at E0 = 18.6 kJ mol�1, a H-bonded (H2O)2

dimer is attached to the NH2
+ group of II via a NH� � �O ionic H-

bond (D0 = 117.6 kJ mol�1, 1.700 Å, 164.21, Dq = 56 me, E(2) =
89.8 kJ mol�1). The N–H donor bond is drastically stretched by
27 mÅ to 1.039 Å due to the cooperative effect of the H-bonded
solvent network, while the free N–H bond slightly contracts by
1 mÅ to 1.011 Å. As a result, nbNH2

is strongly redshifted by

521 cm�1 to 2914 cm�1, while nfNH2
is slightly blueshifted to

3399 cm�1, associated with an increase in IR intensities by a
factor of 13 and 4, respectively. The OH� � �O H-bond of the
attached (H2O)2 is longer and less linear than in I-(H2O)2(II)
(1.794 vs. 1.772 Å, 165.71 vs. 168.41). The involved O–H donor
bond is stretched by 17 mÅ to 0.978 Å and the remaining free
O–H bond slightly shortens to 0.961 Å compared to II-H2O(I). As
a result, nbOH2

is redshifted to 3399 cm�1, accompanied with an

increase in intensity (factor B5) and nfOH2
is slightly blueshifted

to 3725 cm�1, while ns=aOH2
of the terminal water remain at ns

OH2
=

3650 and na
OH2

= 3738 cm�1. The CQN double bond is slightly
shortened by 6 mÅ to 1.291 Å, while the other C–C and C–H
bonds are hardly affected (DrCC o 3 mÅ, DrCH o 3 mÅ).

Comparison of the measured IRPD spectrum of
AmaH+(H2O)2 with the IR spectra computed for I-(H2O)2(I-III)
and II-(H2O)2(I,II) in Fig. 5 (Table S8, ESI†) clearly shows the
signature of the I-(H2O)2(I) global minimum. The isolated band
O at 3315 cm�1 is a clear-cut sign of a single free NH stretch
oscillator of an ammonium ion and agrees well with the

predicted frequency ðnfNH3
¼ 3297 cm�1Þ. Similar to AmaH+H2O, a

specific assignment of the two nbNH3
modes is difficult due to

the FR. Tentatively, the broad band J (3069 cm�1) is predomi-

nantly assigned to the two nbNH3
modes of I-(H2O)2(I) computed

at 3007 and 3033 cm�1 with deviations of 62 and 36 cm�1,
respectively. As for n = 1, band K (3127 cm�1) is associated with a
FR. The corresponding nOH2

modes ðnsOH2
¼ 3653=4 cm�1; naOH2

¼
3740=1 cm�1Þ are attributed to bands X and Z at 3638 and
3716 cm�1. Band M at 3230 cm�1 with a large width is again
assigned to 2bNH3

(3293 cm�1) and may also have contributions

2bOH2
(3200 and 3208 cm�1). As for n = 1, bands C-F can arise from

nCH(2)
of all present isomers, due to the small influence of hydration

on the adamantyl cage. However, bands A and T at 2754 and
3403 cm�1 are not explainable by I-(H2O)2(I) and can, according to
Fig. 5, only be attributed to I-(H2O)2(II). This isomer with

an attached (H2O)2 has a strongly redshifted nbNH3
mode at

2745 cm�1 and a redshifted nbOH2
mode at 3379 cm�1 which both

agree well with the observed bands A and T, with minor deviations

of 9 and 24 cm�1, respectively. Band A is rather broad as expected
for a strongly redshifted proton donor band and its experimental
intensity may largely be underestimated by the low laser intensity in
this spectral range. Moreover, band Y (3683 cm�1) can be assigned

to nfOH2
at 3725 cm�1 of I-(H2O)2(II) and the two free ns=aNH3

modes at

3262 and 3320 cm�1 are probably weakly present at N and P at
3288 and 3331 cm�1. Thus, the IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)2

can be fully explained by the major contribution of the most stable
I-(H2O)2(I) isomer and a minor contribution of the next stable
I-(H2O)2(II) isomer, whereby the population of the latter is estimated
to be of the order of 20% from the observed and computed IR
intensities of the free NH stretch modes. There is no need to invoke
other higher-energy isomer isomers, although their minor presence
cannot be ruled out completely. In particular, weak signal near
3600 cm�1 may indicate a small population of the cyclic I-(H2O)2(III)
isomer. A significant population of dihydrated iminium isomers,
II-(H2O)2, is not expected based on their high relative energy and
their small population for n = 1. As the energy difference between
iminium and ammonium isomers increases with n (3.0 o 8.3 o
13.5 o 21.5 kJ mol�1 for n = 0–3), we do not consider herein
hydrated iminium isomers in detail for n Z 3 but focus only on
I-(H2O)n clusters.

4.4 AmaH+(H2O)3

For trihydrated I, we find nine isomers (Fig. S14, S15 and Table
S5, ESI†) but discuss in more detail only the structures and IR
spectra of the four most stable isomers, I-(H2O)3(I–IV) in Fig. 6
and 7, because the other isomers are higher in energy (E0 4
12 kJ mol�1) and not necessary to explain the IRPD spectrum.
In addition, for brevity we keep the discussion on the structures
and IR spectra for the n = 3 and also n = 4 isomers shorter than
for n = 0–2 and refer to ESI† for more details. In general, the
structural, energetic, vibrational, and charge transfer trends,
arising from cooperativity of the formation of H-bonded net-
works and noncooperativity of interior ion solvation discussed
for n = 1–2 are also apparent for n = 3 and 4. The main change
for the larger clusters with n Z 3 is that entropic effects have a
decisive role on their relative energies. Hence, we discuss also
free energies, which favor isomers with flexible hydration
structures (e.g., single ligands) over rigid ones (e.g., cyclic rings
or longer solvent chains interacting with the adamantyl cage).
For example, while the energetic order for the four isomers in
Fig. 6 is I-IV, with E0 = 0, 2.5, 4.4, and 11.9 kJ mol�1, their free
energies vary as G0 = 0, �8,8, �1.2, and 12.8 kJ mol�1, i.e., II
and III become more stable than I at elevated temperature due
to entropy. This temperature effect may become an issue as
cooling in the supersonic plasma expansion may be incomplete
and not equilibrated (the effective temperature is difficult to
estimate) and kinetic trapping may occur during the expansion.

In the most stable I-(H2O)3(I) with Cs symmetry (E0/G = 0/0)
and a total binding energy of 190.4 kJ mol�1, the three H2O
ligands and the NH3

+ group form a cyclic eight-membered ring
with two equivalent O–H� � �O H-bonds (1.932 Å, 162.11) and two
equivalent but stronger N–H� � �O ionic H-bonds (1.765 Å,
161.51). Two H2O ligands act as single-donor single-acceptor,
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while the terminal H2O molecule closing the ring acts as a
double-acceptor ligand. To close the ring, the two H2O ligands
involved in the NH� � �O H-bonds have to rotate into the ring
plane but due to cooperativity of the formed ring, they are
stronger and shorter than in I-(H2O)2(I). Due to higher strain
and resulting larger nonlinearity as compared to I-(H2O)2(II) with
a (H2O)2 chain, the OH� � �O H-bonds are weaker and longer.
Compared to cyclic I-(H2O)2(III) with a cyclic six-membered ring,
the addition of one ligand into the ring decreases strain and thus
the OH� � �O H-bonds are stronger and more linear. The strengths
of the H-bonds correlate with the charge transfer and E(2)

energies and have direct impact on the perturbation of the
intramolecular O–H and N–H donor bonds and resulting fre-
quency shifts. The IR spectrum of I-(H2O)3(I) is characterized by
two intense and moderately redshifted bound OH stretch bands

at nbOH2
¼ 3509=3533 cm�1, two intense and strongly redshifted

bound NH stretch bands at nbNH3
¼ 2982=2984 cm�1, and a

weaker and nearly unshifted free NH stretch band at

nfNH3 ¼ 3307 cm�1.
The second most stable I-(H2O)3(II) isomer on the potential

energy surface (E0/G = 2.5/�8.8 kJ mol�1) becomes the global
minimum on the free energy surface. It has three single H2O
ligands attached to the NH3

+ group via three equivalent NH� � �O
ionic H-bonds (1.840 Å, 172.41), leading to a structure
with (near) C3v symmetry and a total binding energy of D0 =

187.9 kJ mol�1. Due to noncooperativity of interior ion solva-
tion, the three H-bonds of the fully solvated NH3

+ group are
weaker than those of the corresponding n = 2 and 1 isomers
(1.742 o 1.794 o 1.840 Å for n = 1–3), as also seen in the
corresponding E(2) energies (75.2 4 60.8 4 50.3 kJ mol�1) and

the smaller redshifts in nbNH3
. Due to its high symmetry, the IR

spectrum of this isomer is rather simple and characterized by

three intense redshifted nbNH3
bands near 3100 cm�1 (two of

which are degenerate in C3v), two free OH stretch bands

ns=aOH2

� �
, and missing free NH and bound OH stretch bands

nfNH3
; nbOH2

� �
.

In the I-(H2O)3(III) isomer (E0/G = 4.4/-1.2 kJ mol�1) with a
total binding energy of D0 = 186.0 kJ mol�1, two N–H bonds of the
NH3

+ group are solvated by a single H2O ligand and a (H2O)2

dimer. The NH� � �O H-bond to H2O (1.807 Å, 173.11) is weaker
than that to (H2O)2 (1.708 Å, 172.61), as also indicated by the lower
E(2) energy (57.6 and 88.0 kJ mol�1) and the smaller redshift in the

bound NH stretch mode nbNH3
¼ 3045 and 2872 cm�1

� �
. Overall,

attachment of the single H2O ligand slightly weakens the NH� � �O

Fig. 6 Calculated equilibrium structures (in Å and degrees) of
AmaH+(I)(H2O)3(I-IV) in their ground electronic state (B3LYP-D3/
cc-pVTZ). All bond lengths are shown in ESI† (Fig. S24). Fig. 7 IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)3 compared to linear IR absorption

spectra of AmaH+(I)(H2O)3(I–IV) calculated at the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ
level. The positions of the transition observed in the IRPD spectrum of
AmaH+(H2O)3 and their vibrational assignment are listed in Table S9 (ESI†).
Differences in relative energy (E0, G) are given in kJ mol�1. Note the
different IR intensity scale for the computed IR spectra.
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and OH� � �O H-bonds of the (H2O)2 ligand via noncooperativity.
The convoluted IR spectrum of this isomer is characterized by two

strongly redshifted and intense nbNH3
bands, one weak free nfNH3

band, one intense and strongly redshifted nOH
b band, and two free

OH stretch bands.
In the I-(H2O)3(III) isomer (E0/G = 12.8/11.9 kJ mol�1), a

linear H-bonded (H2O)3 trimer chain forms a rather strong and
nearly linear NH� � �O H-bond to the NH3

+ group (1.625 Å,
173.61, E(2) = 123.5 kJ mol�1) supported by weaker CH� � �O
contacts, resulting in a total binding energy of D0 = 178.5 kJ mol�1.
As the PA of (H2O)n clusters increases with n, the NH� � �O H-bond
is stronger and shorter than those of the related isomers of n =
1 (isomer I) and 2 (isomer II) (1.742 4 1.700 4 1.625 Å for n = 1–3),
resulting in a larger redshift in the bound NH stretch mode

(nbNH3
=2921 4 2745 4 2652 cm�1) and increase in IR intensity

(I = 682 o 1139 o 1268 km mol�1), arising from the stronger
elongation of the N–H donor bond (rNH = 1.031 4 1.053 4
1.059 Å). The stronger NH� � �O H-bond is also visible in the
increasing charge transfer to solvent (Dq = 42 o 59 o 75 me) and
the corresponding orbital interaction energy (E(2) = 75.2 o 107.9 o
123.5 kJ mol�1). Due to closer proximity to the positive charge, the
first O–H� � �O H-bond (1.702 Å, 168.51, E(2) = 82.7 kJ mol�1) is much
shorter and more linear than the second one (1.794 Å, 164.21, E(2)=
55.6 kJ mol�1), resulting in correspondingly larger and smaller

redshifts in their nbOH2
mode (3243 vs. 3412 cm�1). The convoluted

IR spectrum of this isomer is characterized by one very strongly

redshifted and intense nbNH3
band, two weak and coupled free ns=aNH3

bands, two intense, strongly redshifted, and well-separated nOH
b

bands, and two free OH stretch bands.
Comparison of the IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)3 to the IR

spectra calculated for I-(H2O)3(I–IV) in Fig. 7 (Table S9, ESI†)
suggests the presence of at least three isomers based on the
observation of the four redshifted NH3 bands (A, I, J, K). The
global minimum I-(H2O)3(I) is identified by band W at 3552 cm�1

assigned to nb-ringOH2
modes (3509/3533 cm�1) and band O at

3317 cm�1 assigned to nfNH3
at 3307 cm�1. However, nb-ringOH2

modes could be also assigned to band T at 3432 cm�1. More-

over, its nbNH3
modes (2982/2984 cm�1) agree well with band I at

3009 cm�1, with only minor deviations of 25/27 cm�1. Band M

(3268 cm�1) can be assigned to 2bOH2
(3237 cm�1) and/or 2bNH3

(3244 cm�1). The calculated ns=aOH2
modes at 3637 and 3721 cm�1

agree with the observed OH2 bands X and Z at 3639 and 3712 cm�1.
Due to negligible influence of hydration on the adamantyl cage,
bands C-F are consistent with the nCH(2)

modes of I-(H2O)3(I) but
also all other isomers. Indeed, the observed bands A, B, J, K, and T
imply the presence of further isomers. Bands J and K (at 3118 and

3170 cm�1) can be assigned to three redshifted nbNH3
modes of the

fully solvated NH3
+ group of I-(H2O)3(II), with again relatively large

deviations of 57 and 65 cm�1. However, the experimental blueshifts

of J DnbNH3
¼ 49 cm�1

� �
and K DnbNH3

¼ 43 cm�1
� �

agree well

with the predicted ones DnbNH3
¼ 54=72 cm�1

� �
upon further

solvation of the NH3
+ group of I-(H2O)2(I). The broad transition T

(3432 cm�1) can only be attributed to redshifted nbOH2
modes of

isomers with an attached (H2O)2,3 cluster and is therefore assigned

to nbOH2
of I-(H2O)3(III) (3408 cm�1) and/or nbOH2

of I-(H2O)3(IV)

(3412 cm�1). Moreover, band O (3317 cm�1) contains nfNH3

(nNH3
f = 3304 cm�1) and band J (3118 cm�1) the redshifted nbNH3

mode of I-(H2O)3(III) (nbNH3
= 3045 cm�1) associated with the H-bond

to a single H2O. The further redshifted nbNH3
mode I-(H2O)3(III)

(nbNH3
= 2872 cm�1) associated with the H-bond to (H2O)2 agrees well

with band B (2823 cm�1), even though the intensity in the IRPD
spectrum is too low (possibly for reasons of low laser intensity).
Furthermore, naNH3

ð3263 cm�1Þ and nsNH3
ð3322 cm�1Þ of I-(H2O)3

(IV) can also be attributed to M (3268 cm�1) and O (3317 cm�1),
with minor deviations of 11 and 5 cm�1. Its strongly redshifted

nbNH3
mode (2652 cm�1) due to the attached (H2O)3 is also observed

with band A at 2712 cm�1, with a deviation of 60 cm�1. Assuming
that only isomers I-(H2O)3(I–IV) are detected and bands A, B, K, and
W can each be assigned to only one isomer, the relative populations
of I–IV can be roughly estimated from the calculated and observed
peak intensities (peak area) as 1 : 4 : 4 : 1, respectively.

4.5 AmaH+(H2O)4

As the number of H2O ligands increases, the number of
possible low-energy isomers grows drastically. In total, we
identified ten low-energy AmaH+(H2O)4 isomers for each mono-
mer (I–IV) (Fig. S18–S21 and Table S6, ESI†). Due to the large
number of observed peaks in the AmaH+(H2O)4 spectrum,
almost no isomer can be excluded by spectroscopy. Hence, we
discuss herein only the most stable isomers I-(H2O)4(I–VI) of
monomer I (Fig. 8 and Fig. S26, ESI†), which are sufficient to
explain the IRPD spectrum (Fig. 9). Isomers I–III and V are
derived by hydrating the most stable cyclic I-(H2O)3(I) trihy-
drated cluster at different positions of the eight-membered
solvation ring or the third N–H bond of the NH3

+ unit, while
IV is obtained by starting the second hydration shell of the
I-(H2O)3(II) isomer with a fully hydrated NH3

+ group and VI by
hydrating I-(H2O)3(II) to form a Cs symmetric structure with two
N–H� � �O H-bonds to two (H2O)2 units. Isomers II and IV have a
fully hydrated NH3

+ group, while I, III, and VI have one free NH
group, illustrating the strong competition between interior ion
solvation and the formation of a H-bonded solvent network.
As with n = 3, the energetic order of these isomers I-VI of n = 4
(E0 = 0, 0.6, 1.7, 4.9, 7.1, 7.2 kJ mol�1) change drastically
with inclusion of entropy (G = 0, �7.0, �2.9, �13.2, 3.0,
�7.7 kJ mol�1), so that the energetically most stable isomer I
becomes the fifth stable at room temperature, while the ener-
getically forth stable isomer IV becomes the global minimum
on the free energy surface (Table S6, ESI†). Indeed, IV has only
one OH� � �O H-bond, leading to a flexible and thus entropically
favoured structure, while the other low-energy isomers have
larger constrain due to two (II, VI) or three OH� � �O H-bonds
(I, III, V). As with n = 3, we refer for a detailed discussion on the
structures and IR spectra for the n = 4 isomers to ESI.†
In general, the structural, energetic, vibrational, and charge
transfer trends, arising from cooperativity of the formation of
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H-bonded networks and noncooperativity of interior ion solva-
tion discussed for n = 1–3 are also observed for n = 4.

Comparison of the IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)4 to
calculated IR spectra of I-(H2O)4(I–V) in Fig. 9 (Table S10, ESI†)
provides evidence for the presence of at least three isomers,

because five observed bands (A, H, I, J, K) are assigned to nbNH3

modes. The large number of peaks and the several similar
frequencies calculated for different isomers prevent a definitive
isomer assignment. Nonetheless, it is possible to explain the
IRPD spectrum with the six most stable isomers I-(H2O)4(I–VI)
with E0 o 8 kJ mol�1. As before, bands C–F can be assigned to
the nCH/CH2

modes of all possible isomers I-(H2O)4(I–VI), as
their C–H bonds remain almost unchanged upon hydration.
Moreover, the free OH stretch bands X–Z are consistent with

their ns=f=aOH2
modes. For example, the nsOH2

ð3655 cm�1Þ,
nfOH2

ð3703; 3725; 3727 cm�1Þ, and naOH2
ð3745 cm�1Þ modes of

isomer I agree well with bands X (3642 cm�1), Y (3683 cm�1),
and Z (3705 cm�1), respectively, with maximum, mean, and
summed deviations of 40, 20, and 23 cm�1. On the other hand,
peak A at 2680 cm�1, can uniquely be identified with the

intense and strongly redshifted nbNH3
mode (2776 cm�1) of V.

The isomer assignment for the other bands (H–W) is less clear.
For example, the bound NH stretch peak H (2974 cm�1) may be

attributed I nbNH3
¼ 2944=2948 cm�1

� �
, III (2937/2961 cm�1), IV

(2979 cm�1), and/or VI (2929 cm�1). The three nbNH3
modes of II

predicted at 3049, 3068, and 3123 cm�1 correlate with bands
I, J, and K (3058, 3144, 3188 cm�1) with larger differences (max-
imum, mean, and summed deviations of 76, 65, and 50 cm�1),
as expected for proton-donor stretch modes of strong H-bonds.

However, band I also fits to nbNH3
of V (3008 cm�1), and bands J and

K to the nbNH3
modes of IV (3095/3126 cm�1) with similar large

maximum, mean, and summed deviations of 62, 50, and 54 cm�1.

Although the differences between calculated and observed nbNH3

bands are relatively large, they are of the same order of magnitude
as for n = 1-3, and the observed blueshifts of the peaks upon
hydration (n = 3 - 4) is also predicted by the calculations. For

example, the averaged incremental nbNH3
blueshifts calculated for

II, IV, and V agree well with the observed ones (DI = 45 vs. 49 cm�1,
DJ = 21 vs. 26 cm�1, DK = 18 vs.18 cm�1), supporting the suggested

assignments. Band M (3271 cm�1) is again probably 2bOH2
and/or

2bNH3
, but the nfNH3

modes of I, III, and V (all at 3311 cm�1) may

also contribute to this broad band. The bonded O–H modes of the

low-energy isomers I and III at nbOH2
= 3421/3404 and 3466/3455

cm�1 may be attributed to bands S (3387 cm�1) and T (3452 cm�1).

Their third and remaining intense nbOH2
mode agrees well with

band M, but their high predicted IR intensity (I = 800/1460 km
mol�1) is not reflected in the measured spectrum, which makes
this assignment obsolete and could be taken as an exclusion
criterion for I and III. In fact, their free energies G move them
backwards in the stability order. On the other hand, it is well

Fig. 8 Calculated equilibrium structures (in Å and degrees) of AmaH+(I)(H2O)4(I,II) and AmaH+(I)(H2O)4(IV–VI) in their ground electronic state (B3LYP-
D3/cc-pVTZ). All bond lengths are shown in ESI† (Fig. S25).
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known that proton-donor stretch bands move to the blue at
elevated temperature, because intermolecular excitation weakens
the H-bond.108–110 Following this line of argument, these intense
modes may indeed be observed by bands S and T. The latter bands

also agree with the nbOH2
modes of the bound (H2O)2 dimers of IV

(3456 cm�1) and V (3427/3418 cm�1), which have the lowest
free energies. Even if the ring isomers I and III were excluded, it
is still considered certain that ring isomers are detected, since
the signature of such water ring structures, band W, is observed at

3554 cm�1 and agrees well with nbOH2
modes of II (3519/3542 cm�1)

and/or V (3598 cm�1).

5. Further discussion

The analysis of the IRPD spectra of AmaH+(H2O)n with B3LYP-
D3 calculations clearly reveals that mainly hydrates of the
ammonium ion (I) of AmaH+ are detected, indicating that the
formation of the iminium isomers of AmaH+ (II–IV) in a
hydration environment is substantially suppressed compared
to an Ar solvation environment. Indeed the population of
II-H2O is estimated as o10% of I-H2O, while the corresponding

II-Ar population is B30% of I-Ar.49 This result is consistent
with the observed isomer distribution of the Ama+(I–III) radical
cation, for which the population of the iminium ion Ama+(III) is
also lower in water solvation than in Ar solvation (10% vs.
35%).48 In the latter case, computations show that H2O attach-
ment substantially increases the barrier for cage-opening
required for forming iminium ions.48 Since it is assumed that
isomer II of AmaH+ is formed by H-radical addition to the
distonic Ama+(III) ion and its population is much smaller in a
water environment, the population of II-H2O is thus also
reduced.

In addition to the identity of the AmaH+ core ion, the
analysis of the IRPD spectra provides a consistent picture of
the microhydration process of the predominant AmaH+(I) ion,
which gradually shifts from interior ion solvation to the for-
mation of a H-bonded solvent network. Except for n = 1, where a
small population of II-H2O(I) is detected, all main bands of the
AmaH+(H2O)1–4 spectra are assigned to the most stable micro-
hydrates of the ammonium ion I. In these clusters, the H2O
ligands form a growing hydration network attached to the
acidic NH3

+ group, while the spectra contain no signature of
much less stable isomers with H2O binding to the aliphatic
adamantyl cage. For n r 2, the H2O ligands bind preferentially
to the acidic protons of the NH3

+ group via strong and almost
linear NH� � �O ionic H-bonds. However, an isomer with a
H-bonded (H2O)2 dimer attached to the NH3

+ group is also
observed for n = 2 (with an estimated population of 20%), which
becomes competitive due to the strong cooperative effects of
the H-bonded solvent network (E0 = 4.9 kJ mol�1). For n = 3,
more types of hydration are observed. In addition to the isomer
with a fully hydrated NH3

+ group and an isomer with H2O and
(H2O)2 separately attached to two NH protons, an isomer with a
linear (H2O)3 trimer attached to one NH group and the ada-
mantyl cage and an isomer with a cyclic eight-member solva-
tion ring including part of the NH3

+ group also occur. Although
the latter ring isomer is the global minimum on the potential
energy surface of I-(H2O)3 at 0 K, the isomer with the fully
solvated NH3

+ group (DG = �8.8 kJ mol�1) and the isomer with
a dangling (H2O)2 ligand (DG = �1.2 kJ mol�1) become more
stable on the free energy surface at 298.15 K. The latter effect
explains the estimated observed population distribution of
I-(H2O)3(I–IV) of 10, 40, 40, and 10%, respectively. At n = 4, the
formation of the H-bonded solvation network already dominates
over internal ion solvation, because the completely saturated NH3

+

group offers only three acidic NH protons and bifurcated NH� � �O
H-bonds of one NH donor to two H2O ligands are less stable and
indeed no such minima are found on the potential energy surface.
Furthermore, the isomers with cyclic solvation rings dominate at
n = 4, so that among the five energetically best isomers, four
isomers have such rings, which benefit from cooperative three-
body forces. When considering the free energies, the energetic
order changes such that isomer IV with a fully saturated NH3

+

group (bonded (H2O)2 dimer and two H2O ligands, DG = �13.2 kJ
mol�1) and the local minimum VI with two bonded (H2O)2 dimers
(DG = �7.7 kJ mol�1) are most favourable, but closely followed by
isomer II with a ring structure (DG = �7.0 kJ mol�1).

Fig. 9 IRPD spectrum of AmaH+(H2O)4 compared to linear IR absorption
spectra of AmaH+(I)(H2O)4(I–VI) calculated at the B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ
level. The positions of the transition observed in the IRPD spectrum of
AmaH+(H2O)4 and their vibrational assignment are listed in Table S10
(ESI†). Differences in relative energy (E0, G) are given in kJ mol�1. Note
the different IR intensity scale for the computed IR spectra.
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Overall, H-bonded isomers are energetically preferred over
other isomers in which the adamantyl cage is gradually solvated
by individual H2O ligands via cation-dipole forces supported by
weak CH� � �O contacts. Interior ion solvation dominates over
H-bonded solvent network until the NH3

+ group is completely
saturated with H2O (n r 3), although isomers with H-bonded
solvent network are also detected in somewhat lower popula-
tions, which become competitive due to the strong cooperative
effects as n increases. In general, the hydration energies calcu-
lated for n = 1–4 (71–51 kJ mol�1) are higher than the absorbed
IR photon energy (hn o 48 kJ mol�1 B4000 cm�1), indicating
that, under single-photon absorption conditions with an unfo-
cused IR laser beam, only cluster ions with substantial internal
energy can undergo the IRPD process. This result also explains
the widths of the bands and the entropy contribution required
to evaluate the energy ordering of the competing isomers. The
calculated binding energies for the observed AmaH+(I)(H2O)n

clusters decrease as D0 = 71 4 (62–55) 4 (57–50) 4 (53–46) kJ
mol�1 for n = 1–4 and linear extrapolation to larger cluster sizes
suggests that around n = 10 internal ion solvation becomes
again more favourable than extending the solvation network
(Fig. S31, ESI†). However, this prediction ignores the observed
enthalpy of sublimation of bulk ice of 51.0 kJ mol�1,111 and
thus larger AmaH+(I)(H2O)n clusters will also favour structures

in which the hydrophobic adamantyl cage is located at the
surface of the H-bonded water solvent network, along with
increasing charge delocalization into the solvent.

The detailed evolution of the properties of the N–H bonds
(rNH, E(2), ncalc

NH3
, nexp

NH3
) of the observed AmaH+(I)(H2O)n clusters

as a function of n is visualized in Fig. 10. To distinguish the
different N–H bonds and to deduce correlations, a colour code
is used according to the ligand attached to the N–H bond: free
N–H bond (blue); single H2O (red, black); (H2O)2 dimer
(magenta); (H2O)3 trimer (cyan); water ring (green); extended
ring (orange). In general, the calculated and measured frequen-
cies of the nNH modes agree very well with respect to the
incremental changes, even though in some cases the absolute
values differ somewhat, mainly due to improper evaluation of
anharmonicity of the proton donor stretch modes involved in
the NH� � �O ionic H-bonds. For clusters with single H2O ligands
(red), the N–H bonds elongate at n = 1, accompanied by a large
redshift of the corresponding nNH3

mode, due to the E(2) energy
for the donor–acceptor interaction between the lone pairs of O
and the antibonding s* orbital of the N–H donor bond. As n
increases, the H-bonds become somewhat weaker (E(2)

decreases) due to noncooperative effects typical for interior
ion solvation, which in turn leads to a contraction of the N–H
bonds and associated incremental blueshifts in nNH3

. For the

Fig. 10 Plots of various calculated and experimental properties of the N–H bonds of the most stable Ama+(H2O)n clusters as a function of the cluster
size n: calculated N–H bond lengths (rN–H); calculated second-order perturbation energies (E(2)) of donor–acceptor orbital interactions involved in the
H-bonds; calculated and experimental NH stretch frequencies (nNH3

). Symbols denote individual data points, while the connected points correspond to
the values of the assigned isomers. The colour code indicates the type of ligand attached to the N–H bonds: free N–H bond (blue); first single H2O (red);
second single H2O (black); (H2O)2 dimer (magenta); (H2O)3 trimer (cyan); cyclic water ring (green); extended ring (orange). Experimentally observed peaks
associated with nNH3

modes are labeled (A, B, H, I, J, K, N, O, P).
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N–H bonds to which a single water is added in a second step
(black), the behaviour is similar, although logically the N–H
bond does not elongate until n = 2 and E(2) is lower due to the
first H2O already bound to an adjacent N–H bond (interior ion
solvation), resulting in a weaker redshift in nNH3

. The situation
is different for N–H bonds to which a (H2O)2 dimer (magenta)
or a (H2O)3 trimer (cyan) are attached, resulting in much
stronger NH� � �O ionic H-bonds at n = 2 and n = 3, respectively.
Due to the higher E(2) energies, the N–H bonds are more
stretched, leading to larger redshifts in nNH3

. For the (H2O)2

dimer, E(2) becomes lower again at n 4 3 due to further internal
ion solvation, which in turn leads to blueshifts of the nNH3

modes. The first intermolecular NH� � �O H-bonds forming a
ring with H2O appear at n = 3 (green) and are stronger than
those from a single bonded H2O, but weaker than those from a
bonded (H2O)2 or (H2O)3 cluster, resulting in a moderate red-
shift of the corresponding nNH3

modes. When at n = 4 the
remaining free N–H bond is hydrated by another H2O, E(2)

decreases again, the N–H bonds contract, and the nNH3
modes

become slightly blueshifted. When the solvation network of the
ring is extended (orange), the intermolecular bonds become
stronger (E(2) increases) and the N–H bonds elongate, pushing
the associated nNH3

modes further to the red.
The detailed evolution of the properties of the water O–H

bonds (rOH, E(2), ncalc
OH2

, nexp
OH2

) of the observed AmaH+(I)(H2O)n

clusters as a function of n is shown in ESI† (Fig. S32). Similar to
the N–H bonds, it also shows good agreement of the incre-
mental changes of calculated and measured nOH2

frequencies as
well as consistent correlations with the O–H bond lengths and
orbital interaction energies E(2). Overall, the neutral OH� � �O H-
bonds of the hydration network are weaker than the ionic
NH� � �O H-bonds of H2O to the charged NH3

+ group, resulting
in smaller perturbations of the O–H donor bonds and corre-
spondingly smaller redshifts in nbOH2

.

Although there is increasing partial charge transfer from
AmaH+ to the (H2O)n solvent cluster with increasing n, no
proton transfer to solvent is observed up to n = 4 and most
of the positive charge remains with AmaH+. This result is
somewhat expected because the proton affinity of Ama (PA =
948.8 kJ mol�1) is substantially higher than that of (H2O)n

clusters in the considered size range (PA = 691, 808, 862, 900,
904, 908 kJ mol�1 for n = 1–6),91–95 and the large difference in PA
cannot be compensated by differences in the solvation energies
of clusters of the type AmaH+(H2O)n and Ama(H2O)nH+. Although
no complete proton transfer is observed, the tendency for NH3

+

protons to shift from AmaH+ to (H2O)n gradually increases with
n. It is possible to derive a lower limit for the cluster size n for
proton transfer from the calculated C–N bond lengths and the
partial charges of the adamantyl cage (C10H15) for the identified
AmaH+(I)(H2O)n clusters, which decrease continuously for n =
1–4 and approach the values of neutral Ama. Although linear
extrapolations to larger clusters suggest that proton transfer may
occur at n = 11–13, the trends will certainly be nonlinear and
thus this cluster size is a safe lower limit (Fig. S33, ESI†).
Although we could not find any study reporting the degree of
protonation of Ama in liquid water, most Ama molecules occur

in their N-protonated form under physiological cell conditions.
Under conditions of pharmaceutical action, AmaH+ clearly occurs
in its N-protonated form and the acidic protons of the NH3

+ group
interact strongly with various bio-active molecular binding sites
via H-bonding or cation–p interactions (docking).112

It is instructive to compare microhydration in AmaH+(I)(H2O)n

with that in Ama+(I)(H2O)n radical cation clusters to evaluate the
impact of the additional proton attached to the NH2 group (NH3

+/
NH2

+) on the structure of the hydration shell as well as on the
strength the NH� � �O ionic H-bonds. Microhydration of AmaH+(I)
shows the same preferential cluster growth as Ama+(I)(H2O)n, in
which the N–H bonds are first hydrated and then a H2O solvent
network is formed.57 Furthermore, populations of clusters with
solvent networks are already detected for both core ions starting
from n = 2, and this binding motif becomes more and more
competitive with increasing n due to the cooperative effects.
However, the detection of isomers with a cyclic solvation ring in
AmaH+(I)(H2O)n for n Z 3 clearly shows a difference in cluster
growth from that in Ama+(I)(H2O)n, where no such ring structures
with three H2O molecules are detected. It appears that the
additional acidic N–H bond of the NH3

+ group in AmaH+(I)
favours the formation of small cyclic solvation rings. This obser-
vation is probably due to the fact that the NH2 bond angle of the
two neighbouring N–H bonds involved in the ring is much smaller
in the NH3

+ group of AmaH+(I) than in the NH2
+ group of Ama+(I)

(108.11 vs. 116.81). Thus, the NH� � �O H-bonds of the cyclic
solvation ring in AmaH+(I)(H2O)n can be more linear (161.51 vs.
154.81), shorter (1.765 vs. 1.787 Å) and thus more stable (E(2) = 67.3
vs. 30.3 kJ mol�1) than in Ama+(I)(H2O)3(I).57 In related clusters
such as aniline+(H2O)n,88,89 these small cyclic solvation rings with
only three bound H2O molecules cannot be detected, while for
n 4 4 populations of isomers with larger hydration rings
consisting of four water molecules are observed. Another major
difference is revealed for the NH� � �O H-bonds, which are much
stronger, more linear, and shorter in AmaH+(I)(H2O)n than in
Ama+(I)(H2O)n, as seen from the NH� � �O H-bond parameters of
AmaH+(I)(H2O)(I) and Ama+(I)(H2O)(I) (1.742 vs. 1.768 Å, 175.71
vs. 170.51, E(2) = 75.2 vs. 33.9 kJ mol�1). The reason for this is that
the positive charge on the NH2

+ group of Ama+(I) is lower by
a factor of 2 compared to the NH3 group+ of AmaH+(I) (313 vs.
604 me), resulting in less acidic N–H bonds. For example, the

redshifted NH stretch bands occur at nbNH2=3
¼ 2943 and 2992 cm�1

for the monohydrates of AmaH+(I) and Ama+(I).

6. Concluding remarks

IRPD spectroscopy of size-selected AmaH+(H2O)n cluster with
n = 1–4 recorded in the sensitive OH, NH, and CH stretch range
are analysed with dispersion-corrected DFT calculations at the
B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ level to reveal the first steps in the micro-
hydration process of this important pharmaceutical molecular
drug. Significantly, these spectra provide the first spectroscopic
impression of the intermolecular interaction between the
AmaH+ cation and water solvent molecules at the molecular
level. The major results may be summarized as follows. The
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population of open-cage iminium ions of AmaH+ (II–IV) in the
EI expansion of Ama compared to the canonical N-protonated
ammonium ion (I), the pharmaceutically active structure, is
significantly lower in H2O environment than in Ar solvation.
This result is consistent with the decreased population of
distonic iminium ions of the Ama+ radical cation in H2O
environment which is considered to be the precursor of AmaH+

in the employed EI source. Microhydration of the predominant
isomer I of AmaH+ can be summarized as follows. Considering
free energies, the spectra of the n = 1–4 clusters are dominated
by the most stable isomers predicted by the DFT calculations,
although energetically higher isomers with somewhat lower
populations are also detected. Microhydration of AmaH+(I)
occurs by solvating the acidic NH protons via strong NH� � �O
ionic H-bonds until the NH3

+ group is completely hydrated.
Due to noncooperative effects of this interior ion solvation
process, the strength of the NH� � �O H-bonds decreases slightly
with n for n = 1–3. However, in addition to isomers with interior
ion solvation motifs, isomers with a H-bonded solvent network
are also detected with somewhat lower population, which
become competitive due to the strong cooperative effects aris-
ing from nonadditive induction forces. In particular, for n Z 3
isomers are observed in which the H2O ligands form an eight-
membered cyclic ring involving the NH3

+ group via four H-bonds.
In contrast to interior ion solvation, the formation of such
H-bonded networks is strongly cooperative and the strength of
NH� � �O H-bonding increases with n because the proton affinity of
(H2O)n clusters rises with size. At n = 4, the preferred cluster growth
continues with further extension of the H-bonded solvent network
by formation of (H2O)2 dimers or by attachment of a further H2O
ligand to the cyclic hydration ring via OH� � �O H-bonds. However,
interior ion solvation is still competitive due to the saturation of a
remaining free N–H bond not involved in a water ring. It is clear
that isomers in which H2O ligands bind to the adamantyl cage via
weak CH� � �O contacts (mostly stabilized by charge–dipole forces)
are much less stable than those with solvation of the NH3

+ group
due to its higher positive partial charge. The charge transfer from
AmaH+ to (H2O)n increases with n, but remains below 0.1 e in the
size range n r 4. Similarly, no proton transfer is observed in this
size range, consistent with the difference in proton affinity of Ama
and (H2O)n, thus justifying the notation of AmaH+� � �(H2O)n. In
general, the IRPD spectra and calculations show a solvation process
similar to that previously observed for Ama+(H2O)n and related
RNH2

+(H2O)n clusters, in which the formation of a H-bonded
solvation network is favoured over internal ion solvation after
saturation of the acidic NH2/3

+ group.57,75,88,89,106,107 However,
the cluster growth of AmaH+(H2O)n differs by the formation
of small cyclic solvation rings involving only three water molecules
for n Z 3 enabled by the additional N–H bond of the NH3

+

group. Moreover, the NH protons of the NH3
+ group are much

more acidic than those of the NH2
+ group, leading to much

stronger NH� � �O ionic H-bonds. In the future, it will be interesting
to investigate the interaction of AmaH+ with amino acids or
small peptides using the same experimental and computational
strategy to explore the biological activity of this drug at the
molecular level.
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